
Using Cumulative Root Frequency to Predict Affix Productivity in Swahili 
 It has been argued that the gradient in productivity of a given morphological type 
correlates to how often words of that type are parsed in perception (Hay 2003, Hay & Baayen 
2002). Whereas such a claim seems to hold in a language with an impoverished concatenative 
morphology like English, languages with greater morphological complexity present a challenge. 
This issue stems from the fact that morphological types in English have “underived” or bare 
forms, but for many languages, there is no such thing as a bare forms. In this paper we analyze 
Swahili verbal and nominal inflection, for which there are no such underived forms, and for 
which the models above would predict that no inflectional form should be parsible and therefore 
productive, in their current form. However, we know this not to be the case, and on the contrary, 
suggest that inflectional forms should nearly always be productive except for in cases of 
defectiveness (Sims 2014).  

 Additionally, Swahili derivational affixation is impossible without inflectional marking 
(1), so for a given derivational type there may exist multiple inflectional forms possible. This 
means, that when we look at derived and underived frequencies of inflected forms, there are two 
problems. First, if we look at a given morphological type, there is simply no such thing as a stem 
in isolation. Second, when we do look at derived forms, we are looking at a derivational type 
subdivided into multiple inflectional classes. While  much has been said about the relationship 
between stackable derivational affixes (Siegel 1974, Kiparsky 1982, Hay and Plag 2009, Sims 
and Parker 2015), the issue here is that forms of a single derivational type must co-occur with 
another inflectional type, and these types may vary. 
 To get around this we work with the hypothesis that for these affixes, the frequency of 
morphological competitors (known as the cumulative root frequency (Cole et al. 1989)) is key in 
predicting productivity. This hypothesis implicitly alters our morphological model to suggest that 
productivity is not a result of discrimination between an affixed form and its affixless 

counterpart, but descrimination between an affix and 
all of its competitors of which the affixless form is 
just one possibility. 
 In our corpus investigation, we perform a k-folds 
analysis 7 random sections of the Helsinki Corpus of 
Swahili (13.2 million words) in which we compare 
the productivty measure from Hay and Baayen 
(2002) for 60 affixes to the number of hapaxes of the 
affix (V1, Baayen 1993) in a non-overlapping 
subsection of the corpus. The results demonstrate that 
these two variables are significantly correlated, 
suggesting that descrimination of competing forms, 
and not un-derived forms is the key to predicting 
productivity in languages lacking non-deirved forms.

(1) Swahili Verbal Morphology 
a-     -na-     -chek-   -esh-    -a 
CL1.AGR     PRES    laugh    CAUS    FV 
‘(she) is being hilarious.’

Swahili Nominal Morphology 
m-                 -chez-        -aji 
CL1.SG.HUMAN       dance        AGENT 
‘a/the dancer’
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R2 is 0.2632


